
bridal packages
THE HENNA PROJECT

spreading love through the art of henna
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OH EM GEE! YOU’RE GETTING MARRIED...

congratulations lovely

You must be ecstatic, and I got to tell ya, I’m ecstatic for 
you. Meeting your other half is no easy task in such a 
multifaceted fast pace world. Not only does it enrich your 
life, but you’re about to build a life with someone side by 
side, creating memories, milestones and all the good stuff a 
marriage SHOULD be offering.

Now that the hard part is over, the fun stuff is just around the 
corner, but planning a wedding can be so time consuming 
and stressful and I’m not the least bit surprised. Weddings 
are such a huge investment, so you got to make the right 
decisions and get back for the experiences or expectations 
you’ve put so much money into.

I know how stressful it is to plan a normal day trip, let alone 
AN ENTIRE WEDDING. You go girl! I applaud you. 

Before you hire me, I just have to point out the reasons why I 
got into henna to begin with: 

1) I love meeting people from all walks & cultures of life
2) Being part of joyous occassions is MY THING
3) I absolutely adore that art is part of my daily life
4) I love to DANCE and weddings is the best excuse for it

So I just gotta warn ya, people are likely to think I’m another 
guest, not just a wedding vendor :) 

It is not only essential to me for ou to have a killer henna 
design with a dark stain, but I want you to have as much fun 
with it as possible! 

I hope you have a lifetime of happy marriage and many good 
fortunes to come :) 

- Nadine
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what to expect
One on one phone consultation prior to your booking
Presented with a series of original “Henna Project” design options to choose from
Fresh henna paste prepared 24 - 48 hours before your mehndi application
A FREE henna after care kit to guarantee a dark stain
An excited henna artist (ME) who’s super pumped to be part of your special day

three packages to choose from
BOLLYWOOD (starting price $500)

Super fancy and intricate, covers your hands all the way to your arms, and toes up to 
just beyond the ankle. 

TRADITIONAL (starting price $300)

Includes more intricacy from the fingers to the wrist paired with the feet

MINIMALIST (starting price $200)

From the fingers to the wrist, paired with simple feet design
 

1)

2)

3)
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BOLLYWOOD PACKAGE
STARTING FROM $500

Covers one side of your hands up to the arms
Feet up to a few inches past the ankles
Intricate & detailed designs

samplE (original design by The Henna Project)
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traditional PACKAGE
STARTING FROM $300

Covers one side of your hands up to the wrist
Feet up to the ankles
Simpler but detailed designs

samplE (original design by The Henna Project)
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minimalist PACKAGE
STARTING FROM $200

Covers one side of your hands up to the wrist
Feet up to the ankles
Very simple and minimalist design

samplE (original design by The Henna Project)
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sangeet party
If you booked your bridal with me, you get 10% off for your sangeet party
Designs for your guests are set at $5 per design (tallied at the end of the night)
Preapproved designs will be selected by yourself from my portfolio

samples
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 compliment your sangeet party
Henna themed desserts made from scratch and (yep, you guessed it) with love!

sugar cookies
Please select any of the following 
shapes: 
 
Circle
Hand
Heart
Flower
 
Price: $60 for 20 minimum order

french macarons
Please select any of the following 
flavors: 
 
Chocolate
Buttercream
Lemon Zest
Orange Zest
 
Price: $70 for 15 minimum order

mehndi cake
6" cakes can feed 6 - 8 people, 
available flavors: 
 
Chocolate
Buttercream
Lemon Zest
Orange Zest
 
Price: $40 for small cake



To secure your booking, a $50 non-
refundable fee is to be submitted.
Your mehndi package is to be paid in
cash or via e-transfer after your event.
                       
                      A $20 late fee is added each day
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WISHING YOU A LIFETIME OF 
HAPPINESS. DANCE YOUR LITTLE 
HEART AWAY, POP THE BUBBLY &

CREATE MEMORIES. 

BUT MOST  IMPORTANTLY, 
INVEST IN YOUR  MARRIAGE 

MORE THAN YOUR  WEDDING.


